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ABSTRACT: We investigate use of nanomechanical torsional
resonators for frequency-shift-based infrared (IR) thermal
sensing. Nanoscale torsion rods, ∼1 μm long and 50−100 nm
in diameter, provide both extraordinary thermal isolation and
excellent angular displacement and torque sensitivities, of order
∼10−7 rad·Hz−1/2 and ∼10−22 (N·m) Hz−1/2, respectively.
Furthermore, these nanorods act as linear torsional springs,
yielding a maximum angular displacement of 3.6° and a dynamic
range of over 100 dB; this exceeds the performance of ﬂexural
modes by as much as 5 orders of magnitude. These attributes lead to superior noise performance for torsional-mode sensing. We
demonstrate the operational principles of torsional-mode IR detection, attaining an uncooled noise equivalent temperature
diﬀerence (NETD) of 390 mK. By modeling the fundamental noise processes, we project that further reduction of device size
can signiﬁcantly improve thermal responsivity; a room-temperature NETD below 10 mK appears feasible.
KEYWORDS: Nanoelectromechanical systems, torsional resonator, infrared sensor, thermal imaging
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a NETD below 10 mK ultimately feasible for room-temperature
operation. For our ﬁrst experimental realization of this design
reported here, we demonstrate a NETD of 390 mK for the
torsional mode; this is comparable with state-of-the-art MEMS
based IR detectors based on other transduction mechanisms.6,10,11
A schematic of our torsional frequency shift IR bolometer is
illustrated in Figure 1a. A torsional paddle, coated with a thin
layer of IR absorbing material, acts as the top of a quarterwavelength (λ/4) cavity formed with a metallic ground plane
underneath. It is constructed using a material with a low
thermal conductivity κ, such as amorphous silicon (α-Si) for
which a κ = 0.1 W/(m·K) has been reported.12 Together with
the nanoscale supporting rods, very signiﬁcant thermal isolation
of the paddle is attained. The absorber can be formed using, for
example, a nanometer-scale thickness TiN ﬁlm, which is known
to have good IR absorption,13 while not overloading the heat
capacity of the system. The λ/4 cavity positions the antinode of
the IR standing wave at the location of the paddle and can yield
IR absorption close to 100%. Eﬃcient IR absorption acts to
heat the paddle to a temperature above ambient, thereby
causing a measurable resonance frequency shift of the device.
The thermal responsivity of our frequency shift IR bolometer
can be analyzed as follows. If G denotes the thermal
conductance through the supporting rods, C is the heat

anoelectromechanical systems (NEMS) show promise
for state-of-the-art applications in mass sensing (singlemolecule mass spectroscopy),1 force transduction (magneticforce single spin detection),2 and explorations of the quantum
regime of mechanical modes.3 In many of these applications,
the minute signal under study is transduced within the NEMS
device through the resulting resonance frequency shift it
induces. This transformation takes advantage of the unprecedented sensitivities that NEMS provide, which arise from their
extremely high resonance frequencies, minuscule active masses,
very small force constants, and high quality factors (Qs).
There exist several studies employing microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) for temperature sensing applications,4,5
including IR detection based on either the deformation of a
bimorph6,7 or the frequency-shift eﬀect8 upon temperature rise.
Nevertheless, using the frequency shift for thermal sensing has
not yet been investigated in the realm of NEMS.9 The
miniaturized scale of NEMS enables great thermal isolation,
minute heat capacity and hence unprecedented thermal
sensitivity, and eventually a reduced size IR focal plane array
that substantially reduces the cost of the germanium IR imaging
optics.
In this Letter, we propose and experimentally implement a
frequency-shift IR bolometer based on a micrometer size
torsional resonator with nanoscale supporting rods. Our study
reveals a superior dynamic range (DR) and frequency stability
for operation based on the torsional mode as compared with
ﬂexural modes. Our detailed modeling shows that the thermal
responsivity increases with downscaling device dimensions with
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic layout of a torsional-frequency-shift-based IR detector. (b) A scanning electron microscope image of a torsional device. (c)
Schematic optical interference setup used to detect the resonant frequency shift of the device upon IR radiation. (d) Calculated NETD versus the
thermal conductance. The “TM”, “TF”, and “TM + TF” labeled curve represents the thermomechanical noise, the temperature ﬂuctuation noise
limited, and total NETD. The left vertical line is the lowest thermal conductance set by the thermal radiation limit. The right vertical line is the upper
limit of the thermal conductance set by the air gap underneath the device paddle. The vertical dashed line denotes the thermal conductance if the rod
material is α-Si and SiN with a thermal conductivity of 0.5 and 3.2 W/(m·K), respectively.

capacity of the sensitive volume, and P0 is the IR radiation
power impinging on the paddle that is modulated with
frequency ωm, then the temperature rise of the sensitive area
will be ΔT = (ηP0)/[G((1+ω2mτ2)]1/2,14 where η is the fraction
of the incident IR power absorbed, and τ = C/G is the time
constant characterizing the thermal response. From the
deﬁnition of the temperature coeﬃcient of frequency shift
TCF = (1/f)[(df)/(dT)], where f is the device resonant
frequency. The responsivity R, which represents the frequency
shift induced by power absorption, can be expressed as
R=

η(TCFf0 )
Δf
=
P0
G (1 + ωm2τ 2)

large aspect ratio, originates from the thermally induced stress,
denoted as σth = −αEΔT. This thermal stress has a component
along the direction of motion of the ﬂexural mode and thus acts
to soften its spring constant (see Figure S1 of Supporting
Information) and change its resonant frequency (see
Supporting Information eq S14). By contrast, the thermal
stress is parallel to the torsional axis and hence generates zero
torque. Accordingly, thermal stress has negligible inﬂuence on
the resonant frequency of the torsional mode. Equations 2a and
2b qualitatively agree with the experimentally measured TCF
values displayed in Figure 5a.
Upon a uniform downscaling of all dimensions by a common
factor, the resonant frequency f 0 will be increased by the same
factor, as will the thermal resistance 1/G = l/κA; A is the cross
sectional area of the supporting rod. Hence, according to eq 1,
the frequency-shift-based thermal responsivity, R, will scale
inversely with linear dimension squared. This favorable scaling
gives NEMS devices their advantageous thermal responsivity
compared to MEMS. The scaling law should also apply for a
structures patterned from composite materials where the
parameters, E, density ρ, stress σ, and α, can be replaced
with eﬀective values that represent weighted averages of the
two materials.9
The ultimate sensitivity of our frequency-shift-based detector
is limited by various frequency noise processes, of either
intrinsic or extrinsic origin.15 We concentrate on three
fundamental limits: the radiation background ﬂuctuations,
temperature ﬂuctuations, and thermomechanical noise.
All thermodynamic systems are subject to energy ﬂuctuations
with the environment, given their ﬁnite thermal conductance

(1)

The mode-dependent TCF formulas for a stressed torsional
resonator, derived in the Supporting Information, can be
expressed as follows
α+β
3⎛ l ⎞
− ⎜ ⎟α
2
5⎝h⎠
2

Flexural mode TCF =

Torsional mode TCF =

α+β
2

(2a)

(2b)

Here α = (1/l)[(dl/dT)] is the linear thermal expansion
coeﬃcient, β = (1/E)[(dE/dT)] is the temperature coeﬃcient
of Young’s modulus E, and l and h are the length and thickness
of the torsion rods, respectively. For a silicon nitride (SiN) ﬁlm,
α = 3 × 10−6 K−1 and β = −4.8 × 10−5 K−1.4 Note that the TCF
of the ﬂexural mode possesses an additional term −(l/t)2α.
This geometric factor, which is enhanced for structures with a
B
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Figure 2. Optically detected resonances at various actuation levels for the torsional (a) and ﬂexural (b) mode, and the associated thermomechanical
noise spectrum measured for the torsional (c) and ﬂexural mode (d).

and heat capacity. These energy ﬂuctuations are manifested as
temperature ﬂuctuations, their mean square value, integrated
over all frequencies, is ΔT 2 = (4kBT2/C),15 where kB is the
Boltzmann constant. The smaller the device (hence smaller C),
the more severely will frequency stability be compromised by
this temperature noise.
NETD is deﬁned as the minimum resolvable temperature
diﬀerence within an imaged scene. It depends on the intrinsic
properties of the detector, but also on the detector assembly’s
eﬃciency to capture the IR radiation emanating from the scene
(see eq S26 in Supporting Information.) The limitation to
NETD imposed by temperature ﬂuctuations is depicted by the
“TF” labeled curve in Figure 1d (see details in Supporting
Information). As expected, a lower G or better thermal isolation
yields a lower NETD. In ambient conditions, the maximum
achievable thermal isolation is limited by the air beneath the
paddle. In vacuum, the ultimate lowest thermal conductance is
set by the radiation law Grad = 4εSiNAdσTT3, where εSiN = 0.6 is
the emissivity of SiN, Ad is the detector sensitive area, and σT is
the Stephan−Boltzmann constant.
Thermomechanical noise also imposes a fundamental limit to
the device’s frequency stability. It induces ﬂuctuations in the
resonator’s position at ﬁnite temperatures, thus imposing a
fundamental limit on the displacement sensitivity of the device.
Thermal displacement ﬂuctuations with a spectral density
Sx(ω) generate phase ﬂuctuations Sϕ(ω) = S2x(ω)⟨x⟩2, and in
turn frequency ﬂuctuations Sω(ω) = [ω0/(2Q)]2Sϕ(ω) with a
spectral density of Sϕ(ω) and Sω(ω), respectively. Here ⟨x⟩ is
the rms of the resonator amplitude and ω0 is the resonant
angular frequency. The frequency ﬂuctuations caused by
thermomechanical noise are represented as δω0 = {[(kBT)/
(Ec)](ω0BW)/Q}1/2,16 where Ec is the carrier energy and BW is
the measurement bandwidth. For the torsional mode, we have
Ec = Iω20⟨θ2c ⟩, where I is the moment of inertia, and θc is the

displacement angle of 3.6° (the maximum value observed with
our device, see below). These frequency ﬂuctuations δω0 can be
referred back to the input domain and represented as
equivalent power ﬂuctuations, δPTM = Gδω0/(ω0TCF). The
NETD limited by such thermomechanical noise processes is
labeled by “TM” in Figure 1d. We assume values of TCF =
0.01% and f 0 = 10 MHz in our calculations.
The total NETD = [(NETDTF)2 + (NETDTM)2]1/2 is shown
by the black curve in Figure 1d. The actual thermal
conductance of the device is shown by the two vertical dashed
lines, where we assume a thermal conductivity of 0.5 and 3.2
W/(m·K) for α-Si and SiN, respectively.17,18 It is apparent that
attaining a NETD below 10 mK is feasible.
Microscale torsional resonators have been employed in
applications such as optical mirrors in digital light processing
(DLP) technology, 19 switches, intensity, and/or phase
modulators.20 Compared with their microscale counterparts,
there have been relatively few studies of nanoscale torsional
resonators. Evoy et al. report micrometer-scale silicon torsional
devices.21 The smallest torsional devices reported are those that
incorporate a carbon nanotube tube (CNT) as the torsional
spring for a submicrometer size metal paddle.22 These devices
exhibit appealing properties including an unusually large
deﬂection angle of 180°23 due to the extremely soft spring
constant (κ) ∼3 × 10−18 N·m,23,24 a torsional piezoresistive
eﬀect,25,26 and electrically detected torsional resonances.27,28
Nevertheless, their Qs are low, only in the range of 78−25027,28
and they suﬀer from the fact that it is very problematic to
implement large-scale integration of these devices to make pixel
arrays. Their soft torsion spring also results in a high angular
displacement noise ﬂoor of 3°,23 consequently yielding a rather
limited dynamic range of only ∼35 dB. In this work, we report
dynamic properties of SiN-based torsional resonators with
nanoscale supporting rods, with particular focus on their
C
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For torsional vibrations studies of dynamic range are
hampered by the inherent nonlinearity of the optical transduction technique, which has many experimental manifestations. Figure 3b shows the torsional amplitude initially linearly
increasing with the actuation. At a critical drive, the resonance
amplitude saturates and starts to split into doublet peaks. The
splitting gradually grows with the actuation but with the peak
height staying constant. This is more evident in the color-scale
plot in the inset of Figure 3c. Figure 3a shows the center
resonance amplitude versus the actuation power in the
logarithmic scale for another device. A linear response below
20 dBm actuation evolves into a down turning behavior at
higher powers. The same data linearly plotted in the top left
inset can be precisely ﬁtted by a sinusoidal function. All these
ﬁndings are indications of the linearity of the torsional motion,
elaborated by the simple model presented below. The
conclusion of this analysis is that the devices in Figure 3 are
actually in their linear operation region over the whole power
range explored. The dynamic range of the device in Figure 3a
can thus be estimated to be 100 dB, based on the
thermomechanical noise spectrum in the lower right inset.
We ﬁnd that the optical nonlinear eﬀect in our experiment
can be accounted for by a simple interference model (see
Supporting Information). When the device vibrates at an
amplitude x, the laser interference intensity, I(r), becomes
modulated. The modulation depth in I(r), ΔI recorded by the
photodetector provides measure of the device resonant
amplitude, that is, the optical displacement signal

superior torque and angular displacement sensitivities, dynamic
range, frequency stability, and thermal sensitivities for IR
detection.
Our torsional resonators are made from 100 nm thick low
stress SiN grown by low pressure chemical vapor deposition
(LPCVD) onto a Si substrate (fabrication details are presented
in Supporting Information). Each of the supporting rods is 50−
100 nm wide, 2 μm long, and its paddle is 2 μm wide and 5 μm
long. The devices are mounted on piezoceramic disks for
actuation and are characterized by laser interferometric
displacement detection that is schematically shown in Figure
1c. The IR radiation from the blackbody is focused by an IR
lens through a ZnSe window onto the sample that is housed
within a vacuum chamber. The chamber is evacuated below a
10−5 Torr pressure to exclude damping and heat conduction
eﬀects through the air.
The driven torsional and ﬂexural resonances are depicted in
Figure 2 panels a and b, respectively. What is most immediately
evident from the ﬂexural mode is its mechanical nonlinearity
onset occurring at a several millivolt actuation. We are able to
record the thermomechanical noise spectra of both modes. The
torsional mode (Figure 2c) exhibits 1 order of magnitude
higher noise spectral density than the ﬂexural mode (Figure
2d); this is a combined result of the soft torsional spring
constant, the paddle length, and the location of the laser spot
on the paddle.
The torsional angular displacement noise spectral density can
1/2
be expressed as S1/2
θ = [(4kBTQ)/(ω0κ)] , where κ = 2KGs/L
is the torsional spring constant, Gs is the shear modulus, and K
is the torsional moment of inertia expressed in Supporting
Information eq S21. It can be experimentally determined by κ =
ω2θI. Using the expression of S1/2
θ , an angular displacement
resolution of 1.18 × 10−7 rad.Hz−1/2 is obtained. Details of our
calculation can be found elsewhere.29 The torque thermome1/2
chanical noise spectral density is S1/2
T = Sθ (κ/Q) = [(4kBTκ)/
1/2
(ω0Q)] . Following similar procedures, a torque resolution on
the order of 10−22 (N·m) Hz−1/2 is obtained. Table 1
summarizes the analyzed results for both modes.

ΔI = 4A 0 sin(2kd)sin(2kx) = A1 sin(2kx)

Here d is the interference cavity separation, k is the wave vector
of the laser light, and A0 and A1 are constants. Equation 3
justiﬁes the sinusoidal dependence in the top inset of Figure 3a.
It also suggests that the displacement signal will reach a
maximum when 2kx = π/2, that is, x = λ/8. Thus, the split,
constant-height peaks in Figure 3b are positions where the
resonator’s amplitude reaches λ/8 on both sides of its center
resonance.31 We further quantify the splitting versus the
actuation level based on a driven damped harmonic resonator
model (see Supporting Information)

Table 1. Parameters of the Torsional and Flexural Modes of
a Torsional Resonator
quantity\mode
Q
(angular)
displacement
resolution
torque (force)
resolution
max. (angular)
displacement
achieved
dynamic range (db)
a

ﬂexural

torsional
1555 (92)a
1.18 × 10−7 rad Hz−1/2

2466 (92.2)a
2.33 × 10−12 m Hz−1/2

1.72 × 10−22 (N.m)
Hz−1/2
>3.6°

5.19 × 10−16 N Hz−1/2
X

≥100

58

(3)

Δω =

2
2
ω0 ⎛ x ⎞
ω ⎛V ⎞
⎜ ⎟ −1 = 0 ⎜ ⎟ −1
Q ⎝ xc ⎠
Q ⎝ Vc ⎠

(4)

V is the RF voltage applied on the piezodisk, which acts as a
linear actuator in the power range of this work. Vc is the RF
voltage when xc = λ/8. Plotted in Figure 3c, the splittings versus
actuation voltages show an almost perfect square-root law, as
described by eq 4. The maximum attained amplitude is
approximately amax = 2xc = λ/4. Assuming the laser spot shines
in the proximity of the paddle edge, which is 2.5 μm away from
the torsional axis, the maximum torsional angle is 3.62°. The
thermomechanical noise spectrum yields an angular noise ﬂoor
about 1.55 × 10−5 degree. Thus, the dynamic range of this
second device is 107.4 dB, which is comparable with the device
in Figure 3a.
The above experiments unambiguously demonstrate the
linear nature of the torsional mode despite the artifacts caused
by the optical nonlinearity. While nonlinear Duﬃng behavior of
the torsional mode has been reported in previous studies, these
nonlinearities appear to originate either from the electrostatic
driving and detection method,32 or by the increase of the

The value in the bracket indicates Q in air.

The dynamic range (DR) of NEMS is the ratio of its largest
linear amplitude and the rms of the amplitude noise ﬂoor Sx.
Typically expressed in in decibels, it speciﬁes the linear
operating range of the device. For a ﬂexural mechanical
resonator, it is formulated as DR(dB) = 20 log[0.745xnc/
(2SxBW)1/2],30 where 0.745xnc is the 1 dB compression point
of the onset of the nonlinear resonance. On the basis of the
data in Figure 2, the ﬂexural dynamic range is determined to be
58 dB.
D
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Figure 3. Investigation of the dynamic range of the torsional mode. (a) The center resonance amplitude versus the piezodisk drive power. The initial
linear response is followed by a downturning behavior at higher drive levels, as shown inside the shaded (cyan) box. The top left inset shows the
same data but in the linear scale with a sinusoidal ﬁt denoted by the red curve. The thermomechanical noise spectrum is shown in the bottom right
inset with the Lorentzian ﬁt in red. (b) Waterfall plot of resonances at diﬀerent drives for another device. Initially the resonance amplitude linearly
grows with the drive, indicated by the olive arrowed line. Afterward it splits into two peaks with constant peak heights, shown by the two black
arrowed lines. This process is more obvious in the color-scale plot in the inset of (c). The frequency splitting versus the drive voltage can be modeled
by a square root law as shown in (c).

intershell coupling in the multiwalled CNT torsional rod.27 As
such, they are not applicable to our devices.
In our torsional devices with ∼100 × 100 nm2 cross sectional
supporting rods, the torsional dynamic range is 40−50 dB
higher than that of the ﬂexural mode. Theory predicts a
dependence of the dynamic range on D[(D/L)5]1/2 30 and
(D7L)1/4 for the ﬂexural and torsional mode (see Supporting
Information), respectively, where D is the diameter and L is the
length of the supporting rods. The torsional dynamic range
degrades much more slowly as the rod diameter is reduced.
Increasing the rod length L, which is favorable for enhancing
thermal isolation, will give an advantageous torsional dynamic
range but will adversely aﬀect the ﬂexural DR.
We compare the frequency stability of both modes in the
time domain, as characterized by their Allan deviation (AD).33
The device in Figure 4a has 100 nm thick and 80 nm wide
supporting rods, while a more “bulky” device with 500 nm thick
and 200 nm wide rods is shown in Figure 4b. Their paddles are
the same area (2 × 5 μm2) except they have diﬀerent
thicknesses. The AD is the root of the time variance of the
measured frequency of a source, each measurement averaged
over a time interval τA. Its deﬁnition and the measurement
method are described in Supporting Information.
The measured ADs at τA = 1 s are plotted in Figure 4 as a
function of device amplitude (characterized by the optical
displacement signal in volts). The thicker device possesses an
Allan deviation that is over 1 order of magnitude better. At τA =
1 s, the frequency ﬂuctuations are dominated by white noise
processes originating from either thermomechanical or photodetector shot noise, as the inset of Figure 4b indicates. By
shrinking the device size from Figure 4 panel b to panel a, the
torsional and ﬂexural AD suﬀers from 1 and 2 orders of
magnitude degradation, respectively. The less severe reduction
of the torsional AD is correlated with its wider DR, evidenced

Figure 4. Allan deviations (at an interval time τs = 1 s) versus the
optically detected resonance amplitude (in volts) for the torsional and
ﬂexural mode for a 100 nm thick, 80 nm wide rods (a), and 500 nm
thick, 200 nm wide rods SiN device (b). Their paddles are the same
area of 2 × 5 μm. The inset of (b) shows an exemplary curve of Allan
deviation as a function of interval time.

by a wider data range on the x-axis of Figure 4a. The x-data
range represents the device’s practical working zone. Further
actuating the device above this range is hampered by the
mechanical or the optical transduction nonlinearity for the
ﬂexural and torsional mode, respectively.
We have also studied the TCFs of both modes. There are
two types of devices investigated in this study: one has 10 nm
thick gold ﬁlm only on the paddle while the rod is pristine SiN;
E
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and the other has 12 nm thick gold ﬁlm covering the whole
surface. The focused laser can generate local heating to induce a
frequency shift of the device. The laser power is varied between
0.125 and 1.25 mW with the resulting mode-dependent relative
frequency shifts listed in Table 2. Since the temperature
distribution proﬁle remains identical during the measurement,
we can infer that the ﬂexural mode possesses a 6−8 fold larger
TCF than the torsional mode.

We use an all-optical system shown in Figure 1c to directly
measure the NETD. To ensure that the heating arises
predominantly from the infrared radiation, the intensity of
the probing laser is kept at a minimal level as low as 33 nW. We
characterized the IR response of a SiN torsional device covered
by 20 nm sputtered TiN. The resonances in Figure 5d show a
systematic redshift with the blackbody temperature. The
fractional frequency shift is approximately 0.1% when the
blackbody temperature rises from room temperature to 375 °C.
The quality factor Q is about 913, remaining roughly constant
over the temperature range. The resonant frequency reveals a
quadratic relationship with the blackbody temperature as
shown in Figure 5e. The nonlinear response of the device
could be caused by the absorber which is wavelength selective
for the incident infrared radiation. Using the Allan deviation σA
= 10−6 and the total frequency shift Δf = 750 Hz, a NETD =
(ΔTbb f 0σA)/(Δf) = 390 mK is calculated, where ΔTbb = 350 K
is the total blackbody temperature variation. This temperature
resolution is comparable with the reported NETD’s of MEMS
cantilever based IR detectors.6,10,11
There is still plenty of room to improve the NETD of these
NEMS-based devices. The device thermal conductance can be
lowered by 1 order of magnitude if α-Si is employed as the
structural material. Another technical path is to improve the
collection eﬃciency of the infrared optics by employing a low fnumber IR lens. By adopting such technical innovations, we
project that a NEMS-based frequency shift infrared bolometer
should be able to reach a NETD < 10 mK.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated ultrahigh angular
displacement, torque sensitivities, wide dynamic range (>100
dB), and superior frequency stability of nanoscale torsional
resonators. We predict that the torsional resonator could be
used as an ultrasensitive IR detector with achievable temperature resolution in the scene below 10 mK, and we have

Table 2. Relative Frequency Shift (Δf)/f When Incident
Laser Power Increases from 0.125 to 1.25 mW
sample

torsional (%)

ﬂexural (%)

TCFflex/TCFTorsion

gold only on paddle
gold all over

−0.38
−0.039

−3.1
−0.26

8.16
6.67

We have also quantitatively measured the TCF by applying
Joule heating to the device through the thin gold ﬁlm overlayer.
The applied voltages are converted into temperatures by ﬁnite
element method (FEM) simulations. The obtained TCFs in
Figure 5a are 92 and 548 ppm·K−1 for the torsional and ﬂexural
mode, respectively. Figure 5b is the color-scale plot of the
temperature proﬁle at a bias of 0.056 V. As expected, the paddle
is at a uniform temperature of 329.6 K due to its gold coating.
Most of the temperature gradient occurs along the thin rods.
The total temperature rise is 36.4 K, as plotted in Figure 5c.
The noticeable resonance frequency shift with the temperature indicates that the torsional devices can be used as
sensitive thermal detectors. We deposit a TiN ﬁlm as an IR
absorber by the magnetron sputtering method. Its IR reﬂection
and transmission shows a strong function of the ﬁlm thickness
in the several-tens-of-nanometer range. The near-infrared
absorption reaches a maximum 30% when the ﬁlm thickness
is about 15 nm.13

Figure 5. Thermal response study. (a) Relative frequency shift of the torsional (circles) and ﬂexural (diamonds) mode versus the square of Joule
heating voltage (top x-axis) and simulated temperature rise ΔT (bottom x-axis). (b) The simulated temperature distribution proﬁle at a bias at 0.056
V. (c) Temperature proﬁle along the center line of the device. (d) The IR response measurement shows the torsional resonances at various
blackbody temperatures. (e) The resonant frequency as a function of blackbody temperature; the red curve is a parabolic ﬁtting.
F
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demonstrated the ﬁrst prototype devices based on very small
paddle structures supported by thin nanorods, with signiﬁcant
promise for further scaling and optimization.
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